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Instructions for Using the NanoImaging Services 
Client Portal and Glacios Image Viewer for MicroED Data 

Client Portal 
• Access the NanoImaging Services website at http://www.nanoimagingservices.com/.

• On the right side of the navigation bar click on the ‘Client Log-in’ link.

• Login to the client portal using the username and password provided by NIS.

• Under ‘Files’ you will see a list of the available reports in PDF format with the filename format
‘NIS###.R###.pdf’.  Any other associated files will also be listed with names that start with the same
prefix.

• The zipped folders contain the diffraction image series collected in each session. These images are
in SMV format* and have experimental details, including the calibrated camera length in the header.
They have been converted from the raw MRC files using a conversion algorithm that re-scales all
pixel values to be positive. For projects including data processing, each dataset folder will also
contain the indexing and scaling results from the program DIALS**. Additionally, a summary of the
results for each dataset can be found in the provided CSV file (comma-separated values). The CSV
file can be opened in most spreadsheet programs.

* https://strucbio.biologie.uni-konstanz.de/ccp4wiki/index.php/SMV_file_format

** https://dials.github.io/

Glacios Image Viewer 
• Access the viewer at http://login.nimgs.com/glaciosweb

• Select the Image Viewer and new window will open. The viewer provides a variety of options for examining
the images as well as a tool for making length measurements.

• Each imaging session is associated with a single grid/sample. The name of the session will be in a
format similar to ‘g19sep03a’ where ‘g’ refers to the microscope, ‘19’ is the year, ‘sep’ is the month, ‘03’
is the day of the month, and ‘a’ represents a specific session on that day.

• Note there can be more than one session (i.e. multiple grids) used to acquire data from the same
sample. The session name for each sample preparation will be listed in the final report.

• Note that each session can contain many individual diffraction datasets.
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• In the web-based Image Viewer you can select from three lists (Figure 1):

• The Experiment List where you can
switch between different imaging
sessions.

• The Image List where you can browse
and select images to view within an
experiment.

• The Image Type/Magnification List where
you can select just a subset of the images
to appear in the Image List.  For example,
you can select just a single magnification
level. By default, the list starts out with
“all” types and magnifications shown.
Note that some experiments will not
contain complete datasets.

• Bright field imaging mode has three
types of images: gr, sq and hl. The gr
(grid) setting is at the lowest
magnification (155X), followed by sq (grid
square) at 1250X and then hl (grid hole)
at 8500X.  The (a-z) prefix designates the
originating grid atlas.

• Diffraction mode has two types of
images: diffraction tilt series images (only visible with ‘all’ selected) and preview mode diffraction
images if included (visible in ‘all’ image type or df#### subsets).

• Diffraction tilt series images are displayed with the following naming convention:

(Crystal Image ID)_(Target Number)_(Gun Lens Value)_(Image Number)

The ‘Crystal Image ID’ is a code that refers to the hole (hl) image that contains the crystal(s)
used for diffraction, and ‘Target Number’ is the number of the crystal targeted within that hole
image.  If only one crystal was targeted, the Target Number will be 1; if multiple crystals were
targeted in the same hl image, the datasets will have the same Crystal Image ID, but will have
different Target Numbers. The “Gun Lens Value” is the microscope gun lens setting used during
collection of diffraction images without the decimal.  For example, the number ‘71’ refers to an
actual gun lens value of 7.1. The “Image Number” refers to the sequential order of the images
recorded within the series. The approximate tilt angle is listed at the end of the parameter list
below the “Main View” bar.

• Preview mode diffraction images, if included, are displayed with the following naming
conventions:

(a-z)_##gr_##sq_##hl_##df####

The (a-z), gr, sq, and hl identifiers designate the hole (hl) image containing the crystal that
generated this diffraction image. The number after ‘df’ corresponds to the camera length in
millimeters. The number before ‘df’ is used to distinguishes images in cases where more than
one crystal/crystal subdomain is targeted in the same hole image. For example,
a_12gr_3sq_2hl_2df1100 is the second diffraction image taken from the crystals in image
a_12gr_3sq_2hl using a camera length of 1100mm. These images are produced using preview
mode in which the crystal is rotated through a small oscillation starting at ~0°. Preview mode is
used in difficult cases to test crystal diffraction prior to collecting a dataset.
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• It may be helpful to change the contrast of your
diffraction images in the viewer, especially for protein
data. To do this, click on the “image adjust” button in
the Main View (Figure 2). In the pop-up window, select
‘manual’, then ‘CDF’.  You can also explore the other
options and change values in the boxes to find the best
view.  Click ‘auto’ to return to defaults.

• You can browse through the images that were
acquired during this session (all of them or selected
subsets) as follows:

• Click on the individual image name in the Image
List (see Figure 1). You will see this image show
up in the Image Viewer window. Once you have
clicked on an image name, the up and down
arrows of your keyboard will select the next
images.

• To quickly view a full diffraction tilt series, select the
first image of a series and click the “reverse play” t
button located in the “Main View” bar on the upper 
right-hand side of the viewer window (see Figure 1). 
This will automatically display each diffraction 
patterns in the list with a small delay or as fast as the 
bandwidth with allow. You can stop this process by selecting the “stop” ¢ button. This is a good way to 
get an overview of each dataset. Note that images at high tilt angles (negative or positive), generally have 
more background and sometimes entirely lack diffraction data. This can be due to the increasing crystal 
thickness, the crystal moving out of the beam path, interference from grid bars or other material on the 
grid, and/or radiation damage. Images clearly lacking diffraction spots should be removed prior to 
processing. 

• If you want to take a closer look at a particular
image, left-click anywhere on the image and an
enlarged view will appear in a new window.
That window will include a small thumbnail of
the entire image in the upper left-hand corner
that contains a green overlay box. Drag the box
or use the scroll bars to navigate on the
zoomed image. You can make some simple
measurements by selecting the “ruler”       icon.
Once this has been selected every pair of left-
clicks on the image will put down a pair of
green crosshairs, and the distance between the
crosshairs will be displayed to the right of the
ruler icon (see Figure 3).  The beam used for
diffraction experiments is ~ 600 nm in diameter at
zero degrees stage tilt.

Figure 3.  Example of the NIS measurement tool.  This will  
come up in a new window when you left-click on any image 
 in the viewer. 

Figure 2.  Example of the NIS Image Adjust tool. 
This will come up in a new window when you click 

 
the image adjust button. 
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• To see which crystal corresponds to a particular
diffraction image or series, the ‘2 Way Viewer’ can
be helpful. To open the 2 Way Viewer, click on the

 button (top left corner of the Image Viewer) 
to get to the home page where the 2 Way Viewer 
can be selected by clicking on it.  

• In the Main View (viewer on right), select a
diffraction image using the ‘all’ image type. Then
in View 1 (viewer on left), set the image type to
‘hl’.  This will now display the hl image
associated with this diffraction image or series.
The position on the crystal that was targeted for
exposure is shown as a very small yellow dot
(see Figure 4). If multiple datasets were
collected from the same ‘hl’ image, the target Figure 4.  Example of how to use the 2 Way Viewer.
corresponding to the displayed diffraction image
is yellow and the other targeted positions are white. Using the enlarged view (see above) of the ‘hl’ image,
may help distinguish between white and yellow targets. A blue cross hair indicates a position used to
perform eucentric height adjustment (focus target).

• It may be useful to see a grid atlas (overview) of the
entire grid, especially those containing frozen buffer
and protein crystals. This is a composite of all the gr
images taken at 155X. To see the atlas, select ‘atlas’
as the Image Type (Figure 5). The yellow box refers
to the region of the grid that corresponds to the
current image selected.  Viewing the atlas in the 2
Way Viewer can be helpful for understanding which
regions of the grid contained thin ice and the best
crystals.

• There are a number of other features available on
the Main View toolbar of the image viewer:

• All of the parameters used to acquire the
displayed image can be accessed by clicking
on the  icon. This will pop up a new window
with various summaries and links to parent or
child images related to the current image.   A
full parameter set associated with the image
can be accessed by selecting “view” on the

 icon. 

• Selecting the  icon will display or hide
targets on the lower magnification images that
show where the higher magnification images
were acquired.

 icon will display or hide the • Selecting the
scale bar.

Figure 5.  Example of a grid atlas (composite of 
images taken at 155X). Note that the ice is so thick in 
the bottom region of this grid that the beam cannot 
penetrate it, resulting in streaky images.    
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• If you want to save any particular image,
you can do this by first selecting the
desired image type (mrc, tiff, or jpeg) by
clicking on the yellow triangle next to the
disk icon          and then clicking the disk
icon itself to download the image to your
computer (Figure 6). Note these high-
resolution images will not have the
contrast settings, scale bar, labels or
targets displayed.

• The image displayed on the viewer is
reduced in size but contains all the
labels and targets. The image in the
viewer can be saved to disk by right- 
clicking on the image and selecting
“Save Image As…” (Figure 7).

• To log out of the client portal, go back
to the original client portal window, and
click ‘Logout’ on the top right corner of
the window.

• Please feel free to contact us with any
questions or issues you have regarding
the i

 

mage viewer.

Figure 7.  Example of how to save a high-resolution image to disk. 

Figure 6. Example of how to save screen image to disk. 
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